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Aspose.Pdf for Android 1.0.0.0 description

Aspose.Pdf for Android is a PDF document creation & manipulation component that enables Android applications to read, write & manipulate PDF document without using any other third party application. It allows PDF compression options, table creation & manipulation, supp.... read more
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New Software
	 - Smart OCR SDK 5.3With Smart OCR SDK, developers can easily implement OCR (optical character recognition) technology into their own software products. The Smart OCR technology recognizes and processes scanned paper documents and PDF files and converts them into fully editable and searchable digital files....

	 - HS FTP Library 1.3.9HS FTP is a C/C++ library written in C which implements the client side of the File Transfer Protocol over TCP socket layer according to RFC 959. The library allows a user application to connect to remote FTP servers, traverse server directory structure and send and receive files.....

	 - HS GPSDLL Library 1.9HsGpsDll is a Windows Dynamic Link Library which provides access to any NMEA-183 compliant GPS receiver via a serial communications port. HsGpsDll is designed for use from Visual C, Visual Basic or other programming languages. HsGpsDll is a Windows Dynamic Link Library which provi....

	 - PrintableCal API 1.2.0The PrintableCal API is a free library that enables PrintableCal to be extended to support additional calendar template styles and data sources. The API includes the required assemblies, documentation, and examples to help you get started quickly. You can code PrintableCal add-ins using C#, VB....

	 - QRCode Decoder SDK/Android 2.0The QRCode decoder SDK is a robust, efficient and fast library for reading/decoding, searching barcodes, and detecting barcode orientation. QRCode barcodes can store large amounts of data in a small symbol, up to a maximum 7089 Digits,4,296 Alphanumeric,2,953 binary,1,817 Kanji characters....

	 - Aztec Encoder SDK/NET 2.6Aztec Code is a high density 2 dimensional matrix style bar code symbology that can encode up to 3832 numeric or 3067 alphabetic characters or 1914 bytes of data. The symbol is built on a square grid with a bulls-eye pattern at its center. Data is encoded in a series of "layers" that circle around the bullseye pattern....

	 - QRCode Decoder SDK/NET 2.0The QRCode decoder SDK is a robust, efficient and fast library for reading/decoding, searching barcodes, and detecting barcode orientation. QRCode barcodes can store large amounts of data in a small symbol, up to a maximum 7089 Digits,4,296 Alphanumeric,2,953 binary,1,817 Kanji characters....

	 - PDF417 Decoder SDK/Android 2.5The PDF417 Barcode Reading SDK  is a robust and efficient library for reading/decoding, searching barcodes, and detecting barcode orientation. PDF417, or Portable Data File 417, is a two-dimensional stacked bar code capable of encoding over a kilobyte of data per label. This is us....

	 - DAC for MySQL 2.9.6DAC for MySQL (also known as MySQLDAC) is the most powerful component suite for Delphi/C++Builder/MySQL.This component suite allows you to create Delphi/C++Builder applications with direct access to MySQL DB without BDE and ODBC.BLOB fields are supported. MySQLDAC was developed fo....

	 - Silverlight .NET Image Viewer SDK 1.6For .NET Developers who need to imaging SDK on Window and Mac OS X or browser-based application.  Silverlight  Image Viewer (TIFF, JPEG, BMP, PNG, GIF) and Barcode reader, image processing SDK on Window and Mac OS X or browser-based application. Display BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, multi-page TIFF....
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